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S
ingapore is in good shape to tackle the challenges that it faces. 
At the same time, it is important for the nation to get its strategies 
right - Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong said this at this year’s May 
Day Rally on 1 May 2012. This year’s rally was held in the unique 
way that Singapore celebrates May Day every year, as it brought 

together tripartite relations under one roof at Downtown East.
PM Lee was addressing about 1,600 union leaders, management 

representatives and Government members as he highlighted the three 
core strategies that morning. He reminded that “every country has its 
own problems; many of these problems are similar to ours. It is inevitable 
because of globalization, because of technological progress, affecting all 
of the world. We are certainly not perfect but I think we should see our 
progress and our problems in perspective.”

By Naseema Banu Maideen

Be Open And Embrace The World
The first strategy is to keep Singapore open, and embrace the world. PM 
Lee pointed out that it is important to be an outward looking and confident 
society, be willing to change, welcome competition, new ideas and be 
willing to explore new opportunities.

“That is how we have become a successful and cosmopolitan city. That 
is how we have competed against bigger countries and held our own. That 
is how we can stay abreast of the changes, improve our lives and secure a 
bright future for our children here in Singapore.”

‘Singapore Must Get 
Strategies Right’: PM Lee

“
We are ahead of many other countries. Let us 
maintain this lead, make the right moves, and make 

sure that we and our children enjoy better jobs, better 
pay and better lives for many more May Days to come.” 

Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong 

2Continued on page

More Help For Low-Wage Workers
By Muneerah Bee Mohamed Iqbal and Vanessa Teo

6Continued on page

T
he National Productivity and Continuing Education Council (NPCEC) will increase 
the funding of the Inclusive Growth Programme (IGP) with another $70 million over 
the next three years to help about 70,000 additional low-wage workers. This was 
announced by Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Finance and Manpower Tharman 
Shanmugaratnam (pictured, left) at the May Day Dinner on 29 April 2012. 

 This dinner also saw a record 92 individuals and companies being recognised for their 
contrinutions to the Labour Movement, through the May Day Awards given out. This is the largest 
number of awardees since the first May Day Awards given out in 1963.



‘Singapore Must Get Strategies Right’: PM Lee
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O
ne of the key ways to keep Singapore 
open to embrace the world is to have 
an attitude to welcome talent from the 
global markets. And this is an attitude 
that has served the nation well, PM 

Lee pointed out at the May Day Rally. On this, 
he shared about the responses that flowed in on 
an article on managing foreign talent that he had 
posted on his Facebook page recently. 

The article talked about Germany’s talent 
shortages and how it was attracting engineers 
from Southern Europe and the challenges it 
was facing in integrating the foreigners. The 
responses from readers have shown that “people 
clearly seized with the issue”, PM Lee concluded.

‘We Must Strike The Right Balance’
He further added that managing foreign 

talent remains a hot issue for Singaporeans, such 
as overcrowding, competition and different social 
norms. Nevertheless, PM Lee said that “we need 
not just focus on small numbers of top talent but 
a wide range of foreign professionals and skilled 
workers.”

Adding on, he said, that the way employers 
look at the economic angle from this issue is 
different from the way the workers look at it. He 
explained that employers’ mindset is that when 
you cannot find enough Singaporean workers, 
it is better to have more foreign workers to seize 
the opportunities and keep some businesses in 
Singapore, without losing them.

The workers often think differently. Foreign 
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Grow Sustainably And Share Growth With All
Secondly, PM Lee highlighted that it is crucial to grow the economy on 
a sustainable basis and share the fruits of growth with all Singaporeans. 
He stressed that economic growth is important “not just for its own 
sake but to provide jobs for each one of you to support your families, to 
bring up your children.” This will play a role in creating opportunities for 
Singaporeans to pursue their aspirations and generate the resources to 
improve lives and help those in need, he added.

On the ground, this would mean that productivity should be raised 
company by company, worker by worker. Companies must take the 
lead, make productivity and skills upgrading a top priority and share 
gains with workers - “that’s the right thing to do, it is the best thing to 
do”, PM Lee said.

Workers were also reminded to partner companies, learn new skills 
and contribute ideas to improve performance. Companies and workers, 
both were encouraged to take full advantage of national programmes 
such as restructuring grants for small-and-medium sized enterprises 
(SMEs), the new Continuing Education and Training (CET) campuses 
and National Productivity and Continuing Education Council (NPCEC) 
roadmaps for 12 sectors.

Translate Growth To Higher Wages And Better Lives
And thirdly, PM Lee said it is also important to focus on translating 

growth to higher wages and better lives. “Our ultimate aim is to improve 
lives for all of us, especially average Singaporeans and especially the 
lower income,” he assured.

PM Lee brought up growth targets that have been discussed earlier. 
“We have talked about 30 per cent real wage growth in a decade. 
That is a very ambitious target… so you must get at least 30 per cent 
productivity growth in 10 years…. if you look at it year by year and break 
it down, that means every year I need to make 2.7 per cent productivity 
growth… a very challenging target.”

Productivity achievements can only be 
attained with partnered efforts by both the 
management and the workers. PM Lee 
reiterated what Singapore Industrial and 
Services Employees’ Union (SISEU) General 
Secretary Lim Kuang Beng told him - that 
productivity improvements must be “bottom-
up” too, not just “top down”.

He drew up an example in Showa 
Denko HD Singapore Private Limited, a 
company organised by the United Workers of 
Electronics and Electrical Industries (UWEEI). 
Last year, the hard disk drive manufacturing 
company merged two plants together to 
improve productivity and quality of their product. They upgraded their 
workers and re-deployed them. 

They also expanded their job scope so that maintenance people 
covered more machines and the production personnel improved their 
troubleshooting skills. With all these built in,  their operating cost came 
down by 10 per cent and, therefore, the workers received higher salaries 
and bigger bonuses. 

“So, that is the way to do it. Step by step,” PM Lee highlighted. 

Showa Denko Shows  
The Step-By-Step Way

‘Singaporeans Will Always 
Be Our Priority’: PM Lee

workers add to competition, they may even 
reduce wages and take away jobs. It is better 
to have fewer foreign workers for wages to go 
up. This is their sentiment. PM Lee said: “Both 
arguments have their merits but each one is only 
valid up to a point. You need a mix of local and 
foreign workers to man the companies… the 
reality is we need a mix, companies need a mix 
and we must strike the right balance.”

‘No Magic Number’
When one unionist asked him how many 

foreign workers we need, PM Lee replied there 
was “no magic number”. It depends on the 
opportunities and also on our own needs such 
as building HDB flats and MRT lines, manning 
hospitals and nursing homes.

“But in total, we have to slow the inflow 
of foreign workers significantly in the coming 
years because we just cannot keep on bringing 

in 80,000 more foreign workers a year… 
companies are already feeling the squeeze. This 
will give them the incentive to upgrade their 
productivity and also to develop a Singaporean 
core in their companies.” 

He also made this promise: “While we must 
always be open to the world, let me be quite 
clear - Singaporeans will always be our priority. 
This is the purpose of all our policies including on 
foreign workers or talent. We are trying to seek 
the maximum advantage for Singapore and for 
Singaporeans.”

 

An Open Attitude That Pays 
Many people come to Singapore to live, work or play. And impressed, these people who have 
once lived here return home and are now promoting Singapore as a place where opportunities 
are abundant. Sharing an example from his personal experience, PM Lee cited one of them - New 
Zealand’s Prime Minister Mr John Key. PM Lee shared what many may not know, that Mr John Key 
actually lived and worked here in Singapore about 15 years ago, working for Merrill Lynch.
“His son was born here and he remembers Singapore fondly, especially East Coast Park and the 
chilli crabs and the pepper crabs which he still eats every time he is here privately. Now he is Prime 
Minister of New Zealand, pursuing more cooperation with Singapore which will benefit us, whether 
it is in terms of us getting food from New Zealand, opening new education opportunities in New 
Zealand, or travel opportunities there,” cited PM Lee. This is the fruit of Singapore’s attitude in being 
open to the world, he added.

By Naseema Banu Maideen

While he acknowledged that these are “stretch targets for Singapore”, 
PM Lee affirmed that “we should set an ambitious goal and try our best to 
achieve it to the best of our ability and make sure that we make progress 
over the next ten years.”
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I
t is a much debated issue that has had 
workers and union leaders with mixed 
emotions in recent times. Hence, it was 
an apt gesture that PM Lee also took the 
opportunity at this year’s May Day Rally to put 

forth his stand on Professor Lim Chong Yah's 
wage restructuring proposal.

While he agrees with his good intentions 
and shares the goal of helping low-wage 
workers, PM Lee does not agree with his drastic 
approach “because the only realistic way to lift 
their wages is step by step, with wages and 
productivity going up in tandem together as fast 
as we can but as fast as it is possible.”

It is also critical to keep in mind small-and-
medium sized enterprises (SMEs) which employ 
many low-wage workers. When costs  increases 
for these small companies which are not always 
very profitable, the higher wages have to be 
passed on to their consumers or the companies 
have to release their workers, PM Lee warned.

“So we must do this gradually. If we do it 
too sharply, without corresponding improvement 
in productivity, we will make things worse. Low 
wage workers will be worse off,” he said. The 
only realistic way is to move step by step, with 
wages and productivity moving up together, he 
further cautioned.

He also acknowledged this: “I think union 
leaders understand this but they are under 

‘Wage Shock Too Drastic,  
Don’t Confuse Workers’

By Naseema Banu Maideen

Additional Reporting by Gwen Sin and Joshua Joseph

pressure because Professor Lim’s proposal 
has been widely discussed. It has raised great 
expectations and so it is important for me to 
spend some time to explain to you why we 
have to move carefully, why a drastic approach 
will not work, why we should not confuse our 
workers. Better aim for what is sustainable. 
Do not take a big risk with short term jumps in 
wages. I promise you this: We will always do our 
best to uplift our low wage workers. We have 
many programmes doing that.”

This approach through the programmes 
in place has benefitted low wage workers to 
a large extent. PM Lee noted that the real 
incomes of low-wage workers have increased 

12 per cent in the past five years, and that 
transfers such as the Grow and Share package 
and  ComCare have added another 20 per cent 
to the earnings of low-income households. He 
assured that low wage workers will continue to 
receive such support in a sustainable way.

 

A More Pragmatic And Practical Approach Towards Higher Wages
“Everyone is hoping for an increase of salary. As unionists, we definitely hope the salaries will 
increase faster and bigger, but the question is how to do it? As seen over the last few years, the 
wages have been stagnating in many developed countries, some were even declining. But, together 
with our tripartite partners, we were actually able to make real wage increases. Moving forward, this 
is what we are committed to and will continue to do as a responsible Labour Movement. We believe 
in going all the way out, to get it and do it for our workers in a pragmatic and practical way. The 
cluster approach is a more practical one.”

NTUC Cluster Lead for Hospitality Cluster Mr Yeo Guat Kwang

Higher Wage Increments Through Real Wage Per Cent And Quantum
“Firstly, I am appreciative of Professor Lim Chong Yah for suggesting about the wage increase, but it 
is too simplistic in laymen’s terms. Realistically, a 15-15-20 per cent increase will not be sustainable. 
Productivity and the Singaporean Core need to be considered instead. On the ground, we have 
to maintain salary increases such that jobs are protected by taking into consideration inflation and 
company performance. We encourage companies to engage our members to initiate productivity 
programmes and maintain a Singaporean core. With the National Wages Council’s guidelines too, 
hopefully there will be some sort of quantum which is very meaningful to the low wage workers. 
With a percentage and a higher quantum, the low wage workers will earn higher increments.”

National Transport Workers’ Union President Mohd Rasi Taib

 

Value Of Productivity Through Upgrading
“For BATU, we are always concerned about our fellow workers and union members who are earning 
low wages. I am very heartened that there is greater awareness and support for salaries of this 
group of workers to be raised over the years through skills upgrading and productivity improvement. 
Employers must also give workers the time to go for training. Employers may only look into the 
head count and the costs currently. They need to see the value of productivity through re-skilling the 
workers.”

Building Construction and Timber Industries Employees’ Union President Nasordin Mohamad Hashim

The Programmes In Place
Inclusive Growth Programme (IGP)
• $100m to upgrade 100,000 low wage 

workers

• NTUC and e2i leading this effort

 
Substantial Fiscal Transfers
• GST Vouchers ($3.6 billion over five years) 

•  Workfare (for 400,000 workers): 
Especially generous for older workers, 
e.g. a 55-year-old employee earning 
$1,000 per month gets $2,625 this year in 
Workfare Income Supplement (WIS) plus 
Workfare Special Bonus 

 • Special Employment Credit ($470 million 
per year): Government pays part of wages 
(up to 8 per cent) to encourage employers 
to hire older workers

 •  Over a lifetime, low-income households 
will get more than $500,000 in 
government subsidies (HDB housing 
grants, education bursaries, healthcare 
subsidies etc) 



The World Of
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(1) Workforce growth continues at its current pace, 
with liberal inflow of foreign workers

2 million
(2005) 

3 million
(2011) 

4 million?
5 million?
(2020)

(2) Productivity growth stays low, leading to wage 
containment and wage shock therapy

(3) Foreign worker ratio continues to increase

1:3 1:2 1:1?
1:1.5?

“
If we were to take the 
approach of having 

a liberal inflow of foreign 
workers, what is going to 
happen is that the skills 
upgrading, the productivity, 
the restructuring, and the 
innovation in Singapore will 
be taking baby steps at a 
time when USA and China 
are taking giant steps, 
and when that happens, 
Singapore will be left 
behind by the rest of the 
world.”

NTUC Secretary-General Lim Swee Say

Better Future? Yes, Can Be Done
By Nicolette Yeo And Gwen Sin

As Singapore faces the twin challenges of manpower shortage and slow wage growth, how can it stay ahead of competitors like 
the USA and China, who are becoming ‘Cheaper’ and ‘Better’?

With workforce growth poised to hit 4 or 5 million by 2020, what then can Singapore do to secure a better future for Singaporeans? 
At the May Day Rally 2012 on 1 May, NTUC Secretary-General Lim Swee Say suggested that Singapore focus on achieving twin 

growth powered by healthy economic growth and sustainable real wage growth. He proposed a world of ‘Can Be Done’ (CBD), where 
manpower growth is tightened and every worker is maximised in order to achieve a Cheaper Better Faster economy, Singaporean core 
and inclusive growth. This, he said, is better than the current world of ‘Quite Easily Done’ (QED), where manpower growth continues 
at its current pace, productivity stays low and the foreign worker ratio increases, thus leading to wage containment and wage shock 
therapy. This will ultimately result in unfair wages and job losses.

2020
Twin

Growth

2012
"not enough"

*Wages >> Productivity

Job 
Losses

Unfair 
Wages

**Productivity >>Wages  

Manpower &  
Wage Growth

* Increase wages, no increase in productivity
** Increase productivity, no increase in wages

Better Jobs
Better Pay 

Better Lives
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(1) Tightening of workforce growth

2 million
(2005)

3 million
(2011)

3.5 million?
4.5 million?
(2020)

(2) Striving for a Cheaper Better Faster economy, 
Singaporean core and inclusive growth

The World Of

• New hires are now sent to Japan for training 
• Existing workers also have the chance to upgrade and acquire new qualifications 
• Age-friendly innovations help retain senior workers.

Success Measures ✔ Output –    three times over the last 10 years
✔ Productivity –    30 to 40%
✔ Workforce – 80% are Singaporeans

Singaporean core 
Makino Asia adopted ‘quality with a Singaporean core’ to strengthen its workforce. 

Better Future? Yes, Can Be Done

Matthew’s case
Past Present

Position: Receptionist Positions: Frontdesk officer; Waiter; Housekeeper

Salary: $1,200 a month Salary: 1,800 a month

Success Measures ✔ 50%    in wages after seven weeks of training
✔ Park Hotel is now able to gain greater benefits

Cheaper Better Faster 
Being ‘Cheaper, Better and Faster’ has allowed Park Hotel Clarke Quay to 
achieve greater productivity.  
 

Norhyati’s case
✔ Lost her engineering job in 2001
✔  Received support from NTUC First Campus
✔ Upgraded from ‘Assistant Teacher’ to ‘Principal’
Success Measures Inclusive growth for all workers 

in the process of professional job 
conversion

Inclusive Growth
Early childhood educators can now embark on the leadership and 
academic tracks for continuous progression in their careers. 

Better Jobs
Better Pay 

Better Lives

2020
Twin

Growth
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Growth
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2012
"not enough"

Manpower &  
Wage Growth “

There is no easy solution to 
difficult challenges in this world. 

What is important for us to recognise 
is that we are not the only ones in this 
world to get to a better future. America 
is trying to get to a better future, China 
is trying to get to a better future, India 
is also trying to get to a better future. 
We know we have to be Cheaper 
Better Faster; we know we have to 
strengthen the Singaporean Core; 
we know we have to go for inclusive 
growth. The question is, will we be able 
to get there ahead of the world? Yes, 
with tripartism as our secret weapon, it 
Can Be Done.”

NTUC Secretary-General Lim Swee Say
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S
peaking at the May Day Dinner on 29 
April 2012, Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister for Finance and Manpower 
Tharman Shanmugaratnam added that 
the additional funding will increase the 

IGP amount to $100 million to support upgrading 
of work processes and help 100,000 workers.

DPM Tharman said: "I urge employers to take 
full advantage of the IGP, in addition to the other 
funding programmes already in place such as the 
Productivity and Innovation Credit scheme and 
other government grants for industry upgrading."

The announcement was welcomed by 
NTUC's e2i (Employment and Employability 
Institute) Acting Chief Executive Officer Gilbert 
Tan. He said: “The extra funding will allow us 
really to reach out to more companies and I think 
that will be the best way to help. Because we 
have seen 30,000 workers affected and we will 
want to see the next 70,000, and from there the 
next 100,000. And how do we go on and on, 
continue to get more and more workers on board 
this move for productivity led wage increase.”

The increased funding to the IGP is just one 
of the measures announced by DPM Tharman to 
help overcome the challenge to help low-wage 

Increased IGP Funding To Help 
More Low-Wage Workers
By Muneerah Bee Mohamed Iqbal and Vanessa Teo

workers benefit from restructuring. Continuing 
further, DPM Tharman said that more will be 
done to help PMEs (Professionals, Managers 
and Executives), such as expanding the number 
and types of training courses.

"Fundamentally, we want to ensure that 

we have a Singaporean core in every industry, 
as our economy progresses to higher value 
and more sophisticated activities. Building 
a Singaporean core is about enabling 
Singaporeans to be part of globally competitive 
teams, and creating the best possible 
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Even though 2011 saw 
a slow growth and rising 
unemployment in the global 
economy, Singapore finished 
the year with a respectable 
GDP growth of 4.9 per 
cent and an unemployment 
rate of two per cent. In her 
opening address at the May 
Day Dinner, NTUC President 
Diana Chia credited this 
achievement to the close 
and effective practice of 
tripartism.

This year the rain clouds 
continue to gather over 
Europe and the US, and as 
the Singapore economy is 
closely linked to the global 
economy the flux in the global 
economy will impact workers’ 
jobs and incomes and the 
sustainability of businesses. 
However, with strong tripartism, Singapore can overcome the challenges again.

President Chia said: “I am confident that our unique tripartite relationship will again rise to the 
occasion, with resourcefulness and vigour. We will seek not only to ride the waves of change, but 
also to strengthen our productivity and competitiveness, our Singapore core and the inclusive 
sharing of the fruits of our growth.”

 

environment for them to keep learning and 
progressing in their careers," said DPM 
Tharman.

DPM Tharman also urged that as the 
economy undergoes a restructuring, the 
third challenge will be to maintain trust in 
the tripartite relationship. He said: "But the 
challenge is to avoid playing to the gallery, 
and equally to avoid advancing positions 
for short-term gains... We must keep our 
advantage in Singapore, the advantage of 
maintaining a frank, open and constructive 
dialogue which is always aimed at the 
shared objective of meeting the long term 
interests of Singapore and Singaporeans."

The fourth and final challenge is on how 
the Labour Movement could stay relevant 
to its workers. He said that while the PMEs’ 
interests should be looked at, the Labour 
Movement should also “continue investing 
in its base of rank-and-file workers, not 
just in equipping them in skills and keeping 
them professionally mobile but also re-
instilling pride and dignity in blue-collar jobs 
as new generations of Singaporeans enter 
the workforce."

 

Triumph Through Tripartism

Preparations began as early 
as 3 am on 29  April 2012, 
where 100kilograms of rice, 
162 chickens and fish, and 
80 kilograms of ingredients 
went under the magic touch 
of NTUC Foodfare Co-
operative Limited to become 
a sumptuous dinner for some 
1,500 guests at Orchid Country 
Club at the May Day Dinner. 

To ensure that the food 
was of best taste and quality, 
NTUC Foodfare stationed a manager and chef-in-charge at each pick up point to supervise the 
operations. In addition, food served to guests were also kept hot and piping as the dishes were kept 
in warmers, or cooked just before the pick-up time. Quality Assurance staff were also present to 
check on the food safety aspect. 

These are just some of the many examples reflecting NTUC Foodfare’s sincerity in ensuring that 
only the best were served to its guests. The herbal chicken was also one dish that brought great 
satisfaction to the guests present, with VVIP requesting for three bowls of plain rice to accompany 
the nutritious and tasty herbal chicken dish. 

 

 

 

 

A Yummy Affair With FoodFare



T 
o help workers of Singapore achieve 
better jobs, better wages and better 
lives has always been the mission 
of the Labour Movement, and it’s 
the dedication of individuals and 

companies that makes it possible.
Thus, on 29 April 2012, 92 individuals 

and companies were honoured at the May 

Impossible Without U

By Vanessa Teo and Muneerah Bee Mohamed Iqbal

Ong Yen Her
Senior Director and Advisor on Industrial 
Relations, Ministry of Manpower
Nominated by the National Trades Union 
Congress

Starting out as an Administrative Officer 
with the Ministry of Labour in 1974, 
Brother Ong Yen Her was seconded to NTUC in 
1978 for six years where he served as Executive 
Secretary of the Chemical Industries Employees’ 
Union (CIEU), Head of Industrial Relations (IR) 
in NTUC and Advisor to Singapore Maritime 

Day Awards 2012 for their extraordinary 
contributions to the Labour Movement, with 
1,500 guests congregating at Orchid Country 
Club to witness the significant moment. This 
year’s award ceremony saw the largest number 
of awardees since the first May Day Awards 
given out in 1963.

Said Chairperson of the May Day Awards 
sub-committee Lim Kuang Beng: “This has 

John De Payva
NTUC President Emeritus
The Singapore Manual & Mercantile Workers’ 
Union Secretary-General Emeritus
Nominated by National Trades Union Congress

In 1978, Brother John De Payva was elected into 
The Singapore Manual & Mercantile Workers' 
Union (SMMWU) and became its Secretary-
General in 1988. ln the same year, Brother John 
was elected into the NTUC Central Committee 
and served as a Nominated Member of 
Parliament until 1997 before he was made NTUC 
President.

During his term of office, Brother John has 
been involved in tripartite committees to further 
workers' interests. He has served on the National 
Wages Council, Tripartite Taskforce on Wage 
Restructuring and the Tripartite Committee on the 
Extension of Retirement Age. Additionally, he also 

“
Honestly, it is a very pleasant surprise to me that I’m given this award. 
I must say that preserving the harmony and strengthening tripartite 

partnership is actually a collective effort of everybody. I’m happy that I play a 
part in this.”  

been an extraordinary year as we see a record 
number of 92 tripartite partners receiving the 
prestigious May Day Awards. That many of our 
comrades are being affirmed tonight shows 
that more people are coming forth to contribute 
and lend support to NTUC’s initiatives and 
programmes which aim to better the jobs, 
wages and lives of all our workers in Singapore.”

The awards were given to exemplary 

chaired the Singapore Tripartism Forum.
Brother John has also been active in 

the International Labour Movement since 
1994. Currently, he is the Titular Member 

of the Union Network International (UNI) World 
Executive Board, and holds various other UNI 
and UNI-Asia Pacific appointments. 

He is also actively involved in the 
International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) 
at the Asia Pacific and international levels. 
Brother John is the Titular Member in the 
ITUC Executive Bureau and the ITUC General 
Council, as well as Chairman of the ITUC-Asia 
Pacific Regional Executive Bureau, amongst 
other appointments. 

Closer to home, Brother John is also one 
of the Vice-Presidents of the ASEAN Trade 
Union Council (ATUC).

To support the 3-Gen Labour Movement 

Officers’ Union (SMOU) and Union of 
Telecoms Employees of Singapore 
(UTES).

Brother Ong returned to the Ministry 
in 1985 and has since served as Director, 

Labour Relations, as well as Divisional 
Director, Labour Relations and Workplaces 
Division (LRWD).

Under his strong leadership in fostering 
labour-management co-operation and tripartite 
partnership, Singapore has enjoyed a strike-free 
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John Lim Kok Min
NTUC Fairprice Co-operative Ltd
Nominated by National Trades Union Congress

Brother John Lim Kok Min has undertaken 
many crucial roles at NTUC FairPrice Co-
operative Limited since joining the board as a 
Founder Member in 1999. He chaired the Audit 
Committee from September 2000, and together 
with the other members of the Audit Committee 

individuals who have supported their fellow 
workers in the areas of skills upgrading, 
workfare and staff welfare, maintained 
strong labour-management relations, and 
strengthened the Singapore workforce by 
supporting key initiatives such as the re-
employment of older workers, Job Re-creation 
Programme and Inclusive Growth Programme 
(IGP) among others.

This year, the highest award, the 
Distinguished Service (Star) award, was 
conferred on Mr John De Payva who has 
been in the Labour Movement for over three 
decades and Mr Ong Yen Her. Two senior 
management personnel also received the 
Meritorious Service Award, namely, Mr John 
Lim Kok Min and Mr Matthias Yao Chih. The 
sole recipient of the Distinguished Service 
(Labour) award went to long serving unionist 
Mr Cyrille Tan Soo Leng.

In total, 12 categories of awards were 
given out, namely, the Distinguished Service 
(Star), Meritorious Service, Distinguished 
Service (Labour), Comrade of Labour 
(Star), Medal of Commendation (Gold), 
Plaque of Commendation (Star), Plaque of 
Commendation (Gold), Friend of Labour, 
Comrade of Labour, Veteran of Labour, 
Medal of Commendation and Plaque of 
Commendation.

and make way for leadership renewal, Brother 
John relinquished his position as NTUC 
President last year but he continues to serve 
as President Emeritus to represent NTUC's 
best interests in the international arena.

IR climate since 1986. His good sense of 
diplomacy is displayed in his quick response to 
the two-day strike in 1986 involving Hydril PCB 
Private Ltd and the Shipbuilding and Marine 
Engineering and Employees’ Union (SMEEU). 
In 2003 during the SARS epidemic, he also 
settled the high-profile Singapore International 
Airline (SIA) pilots' dispute on wage cuts.

For his contributions to our harmonious 
industrial relations and strong tripartite 
partnership, he was awarded the Public 
Administration Medals (Silver and Gold) in 
1994 and 2006 respectively. Today, Brother 
Ong serves as the Senior Director and Advisor 
for the Ministry of Manpower. He continues 
to help review and implement labour relations 
initiatives, and supports in the development of 
the next generation of leaders. 

 

“
I have to thank the Labour 
Movement. I have to thank 

the leadership, the NTUC Central 
Committee led by Brother Lim Swee 
Say for finding it fit to confer on me 
this award. It’s not something that I 
have achieved on my own. ...They 
have given me the support as a 
Labour Movement to receive endless 
encouragement. It is a great moment 
for me and I’m truly touched.”

Matthias Yao Chih
Deputy Chairman, NTUC Income 
Insurance Co-operative Limited
Nominated by National Trades Union 
Congress

Brother Matthias Yao Chih was 
appointed as the Minister of State 

in the Prime Minister’s Office in 1999, and served 
as the Deputy Secretary-General for NTUC 
as well. He left NTUC in 2004 to become the 
Mayor of the South East District, but his service 
with the Labour Movement continued where he 
serves as the Vice-Chairman of the NTUC-Ong 
Teng Cheong Education Trust Fund and is also 
currently Advisor to five trade unions. 

Brother Matthias is also the Director and 
Deputy Chairman of NTUC Income Insurance 
Co-operative Limited, a role he was appointed to 
in 1999. In this capacity, he ensures the board’s 
effectiveness in all aspects and promotes high 
standards of corporate governance.

Brother Matthias has also been instrumental 

in the progress of the NTUC Club Management 
Council. Serving as its Vice Chairman for more 
than ten years, he was always ready with 
invaluable input on how NTUC Club could 
improve its performance in the areas of social 
impact, financial sustainability, and corporate 
governance standards.

Cyrille Tan Soo Leng
Consultant
United Workers of Electronics & Electrical 
Industries
Nominated by National Trades Union 
Congress

A veteran in the Labour Movement, 
Brother Cyrille Tan Soo Leng has served 
the United Workers of Electronics & Electrical 
Industries (UWEEI) since 1981, and became 
UWEEI’s president in 1984 before he was the 
General Secretary in 1990. 

he was responsible for overseeing NTUC 
FairPrice’s accounting and financial reporting, 
regulatory compliance and disclosure, monitoring 
of internal processes and reviewing of NTUC 
FairPrice’s annual accounts with independent 
external auditors before they were presented at 
the Annual General Meeting.

Even after he relinquished his chairmanship 
of the Audit Committee in 2008, Brother Lim 
did not stop serving and went on to chair the 

Overseas Investment Committee until 2010. 
During this period, Brother Lim worked on 
NTUC FairPrice’s investment policy and 
strategies and ensured reasonable returns. 
Brother John also chaired the Establishment 

Committee where he maintained that 
NTUC FairPrice’s terms and conditions were 

competitive enough to draw the right people to 
the right job. Today, Brother John has retired 
from the board, but his service to the Labour 
Movement is still widely recognised by many.

Brother Cyrille has never stopped 
championing for the welfare of workers, 
and strives to improve their lives 
constantly. As a member of the National 

Wages Council, National Productivity and 
Quality Council, the ITE Board of Governors, 

the Workforce Development Agency Board and 
other appointments, Brother Cyrille has played 
an active role in communications between the 
management and union members. 

On the NTUC front, Brother Cyrille has 
made significant contributions as Chairman of 
the Industrial Relations Committee, including 
making the public call to the government 
to consider restoring the employers’ CPF 
contribution rates for older workers in 2010. 

He was also Chairman of the NTUC 
Membership (Industrial Sector) Committee and 
member of the NTUC International Relations 
Committee. He has served on the boards 
of many NTUC Co-operatives and is now 
President of the International Metal Workers’ 
Federation - Singapore Council. 
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Cherry Chacko
Nominated by Singapore Teachers’ Union

In 1989, Brother Cherry Chacko 
represented his school and served as 

a delegate with the Singapore Teachers’ 
Union (STU) before being elected to the 

Central Council in 2003 and appointed Assistant 
General Secretary in 2005. His rapid rise towards a 
higher leadership position did not end there. After 
STU’s second National Delegates’ Conference in 2009, Brother Cherry was 
elected Deputy General Secretary of STU.

During his tenure in the STU Central Council, Brother Cherry actively 
served as a key member of the Industrial Relations Committee. His 
invaluable input and advice have helped to safeguard the interests of the 
union members and achieve the best possible outcomes in all union-related 
cases. His efforts also contribute towards the integrity, professionalism and 
service quality offered by STU. 

Since 2007 till now, Brother Cherry has served as a member and 
champion of the NTUC Health & Safety Committee, driven by his firm belief 
that welfare and safety are the basic rights of all employees.

Brother Cherry’s support and commitment for positive trade unionism, 
work-life harmony and workers’ welfare not just for the teachers in his 
school but for the larger education and public sector landscape make him 
an honorary advocate of the Labour Movement. 

Mohamed Yusof Mohamed
Nominated by Keppel Employees’ Union

Brother Mohamed Yusof Mohamed joined the Keppel 
Employees’ Union (KEU) in 1975, and was elected 
into the KEU Executive Committee in 1978. He was 
subsequently roped in to become part of the Workforce 
Safety Council when it was formed by the Keppel 
management and KEU in 2006. In this, he played a 
vital role in gathering feedback from workers on safety 
matters, and acted as a bridge of communication for the 
two parties. 

He worked tirelessly to establish a safe working 
environment for employees by educating them on safe 
practices and making sure regulations were followed closely. 
As a result, Keppel Shipyard appointed him the Chairman of the Council 
and in 2009 Brother Mohamed became its Advisor.

Today, Brother Mohamed serves as the General Secretary of KEU, 
where he commits to strengthening union leadership and recruiting 
new members. He is also active in various committees, as well as the 
International Metal Workers Federation - Singapore Council. 

David Phang Jek Twoon
Nominated by United Workers of Electronics & 
Electrical Industries 

Since becoming a branch official at 
Murata Electronics Singapore (Private) 

Limited in 1997, Brother David Phang Jek 
Twoon has served in various capacities in the 

branch. He was subsequently appointed as Branch 
Secretary in 2002, a position he still holds. 

In his role, Brother David contributes significantly towards the 
harmonious Industrial Relations between the union and the company, with 
a strong dedication to improve the welfare of the workers in Murata and 
reaching out to them to promote union membership. 

As an Executive Council member of the union, Brother David has 
undertaken various responsibilities in the union. Besides serving in the 
UWEEI Leadership Development Committee and Finance Committee, 
Brother David was also the Organising Chairman of UWEEI’s 30th 
Anniversary Dinner in 2011.  

As Secretary of the UWEEI Leadership Development Committee, 
Brother David supports the active training and leadership enhancement of 
the union’s branch officials. He was also the alternate union representative 
for NTUC’s Employment and Employability Committee and in his bid to lead 
by example, moulded Murata into one of the model employers in enhancing 
workers’ employability. 
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Mak Mun Whai 
Nominated by National Transport Workers’ Union

Brother Mak Mun Whai has been with 
the National Transport Workers’ Union 

(NTWU) since 1998. For three years 
since 2002, he was a committee member of 

the SBS Transit West District branch, after which he 
became Assistant Branch Secretary and was elected 
into the NTWU Executive Committee. Brother Mak was 
also made NTWU’s Assistant General Secretary in 2009 and has been 
representing NTWU in Young NTUC for the past five years.

Brother Mak is an avid supporter of numerous NTUC projects. He has 
contributed to the NTWU Education Excellence Awards, annual Hari Raya 
and Deepavali dinners, various voucher schemes, as well as May Day 
activities. 

Brother Mak also takes a great interest in improving and maintaining 
workers’ welfare, and commits to various committees jointly set up by 
SBS Transit Limited and NTWU, such as the Productivity and Cheaper 
Better Faster (CBF) committees. He also takes part in yearly negotiations 
to discuss annual increments and bonuses, as well as talks to revise the 
Collective Agreement. 
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Mindy Kwok Sin Thang
Nominated by Singapore National Union of 
Journalists

In 2000, Sister Mindy Kwok Sin 
Thang began her involvement in 
the Labour Movement when she 
joined the Singapore National Union 
of Journalists’ (SNUJ) Central Council as Assistant 
General Secretary. Two years later, she was elected as 
the General Secretary, a position she still holds today thanks to her passion 
for serving and her diplomatic skills.

Besides ensuring an effective partnership between the union and the 
management, Sister Mindy is also forthcoming with offering constructive 
ideas and opinions on various issues related to workers’ welfare. She has 
amicably handled grievances at work, resulting in win-win situations that 
contributed positively to overall productivity. She is also an advocate of 
feedback, especially that provided at ground level for the management. 

Sister Mindy was successful in leading the union through the 
downturns of 2003 and 2009, garnering support for the proposed cost-
cutting measures and ensuring their smooth execution. Throughout these 
phases, Sister Mindy contributed significantly to maintaining and improving 
harmonious relations between the union and the management. Sister 
Mindy has also been active in the negotiations for Collective Agreements 
and recently introduced more flexible features in the wage system. She has 
also succeeded in executing the adoption of major policies such as the re-
employment of older workers and fair employment practices. 
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Najmuddin Kurbanhusen Shakir
Nominated by Housing and Development Board Staff Union

Brother Najmuddin Kurbanhusen Shakir is a dedicated 
member of the Housing and Development Board Staff 
Union (HDBSU), and was elected into the committee for 
the Technical (Building Services) Staff Branch in 1995, 
and has served as Branch Secretary since 2002. 

In his service to the union, Brother Najmuddin 
has always been assisting union members with their 
workplace difficulties and actively liaises with the HDB 
management to enhance members’ welfare. He also 
works towards strengthening the bipartite relationship 
between the union and the management, and serves as 
the union’s representative in the HDB-HDBSU Industrial 
Relations Committee. 

As a strong believer in good labour-management relations, Brother 
Najmuddin has also worked tirelessly to promote and enhance harmonious 
labour-management relations, maintain a safe and healthy working 
environment and contribute effectively to the union’s Collective Agreement 
negotiations. 

Today, Brother Najmuddin serves as HDBSU’s Assistant Secretary-
General, and continues to pursue more advanced professional certificates 
to improve his productivity. 
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Makino Staff  
Get A Treat!
Sharing the fruits of 
success with its workers 
will always be happy news 
for the Labour Movement, 
and thus it was to its 
delight when it found 
out that all Makino Asia 
Private Limited workers 
were going to get a treat 
on 2 May 2012 - an act of appreciation from 
its President/Chief Executive Officer Dr Moh 
Chong Tau, who was the recipient of the 
Medal Of Commendation Award at the May 
Day Awards 2012. 

Dr Moh is a strong partner of the Labour 
Movement and works closely with the 
Metal Industries Workers’ Union (MIWU). 
During the financial downturn in 2009, he 
clearly demonstrated his strong leadership 
by making bold decisions and proactively 
keeping the union informed of his plans. 
When the company recovered from the 
recession, it acknowledged its employees’ 
sacrifices and restored their pay, a gesture 
that affirmed the commitment and mutual 
trust shared between the union and the 
company. 

And Dr Moh has once against 
demonstrated the act of sharing gains with 
workers through a simple gesture, truly 
exemplifying what it means to be a caring 
management.

Subari Samuri
Nominated by Amalgamated Union of Public Daily Rated Workers

Brother Subari Samuri joined the Amalgamated Union of Public Daily Rated 
Workers (AUPDRW) as a member in 1998, and today serves as the President 
of the union. At branch level, he has been representing the interest of his 
workers and always leads by example. 

When the National Environment Agency’s (NEA) Senoko incinerator plant 
was divested in 2010, Brother Subari worked diligently with the Plant Manager 
to help redeploy the workers to other regional offices operated by NEA. He 
also walked the talk by adapting from the role of a mechanical fitter to that of 
an environment health assistant, which involved field surveillance work. 

His contributions to the union also go beyond industrial relations work, 
where Brother Subari is also known for his active involvement in fundraising 
for the union. A keen activist, Brother Subari also represented the AUPDRW on 
various committees such as the NTUC Employment and Employability Committee 
and currently serves in the NTUC Care & Share Committee.

Wee Boon Kim
Nominated by National Taxi Association

When the National Taxi Association (NTA) was formed in 2010, Brother Wee 
Boon Kim was unanimously voted by fellow leaders from all six taxi associations 
to become its President, which signifies the deep level of trust and confidence 
the members of the organisation have for him.

In his past 14 years of service, Brother Wee has played a major role in 
pushing key initiatives to deal with challenges such as the SARS period and 
the introduction of the CBD rules in 2008. Besides getting actively involved 
in key projects, Brother Wee also serves as an important link between the 
management and the Land Transport Authority. He would raise operational 
and pertinent issues related to the members with the authorities as much 
as possible to ensure they are resolved. 

Despite his work commitments and responsibilities in the different 
associations, Brother Wee also readily accepted the appointment by the 
NTA and NTUC to serve in the NTUC Care & Share and Transport and 
Logistics Committees.
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Congratulations
To NTUC For  

Recognising Workers’ Efforts At May Day
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TUC Income marked May Day 2012 
with the introduction of SilverCare, a 
special plan which offers protection 
and assistance in ageing, topping 
it up with an exclusive discount for 

NTUC members for the first year premiums.
Aimed at meeting the needs of a fast 

ageing society, SilverCare aims to cover the 
most basic accidental risks that the elderly 
are prone to on a daily basis, namely, broken 
bones, fractures and burns. It is designed for 
those aged between 50 and 75. 

Depending on the coverage that members 
want, they can choose to pay from as low 
as 35 cents a day for lifetime coverage of 
$60,000. NTUC Income is making it easier for members to sign up by not requiring any 
medical checks and asking applicants to answer a few simple questions.

“Very often, as people get older, they become more vulnerable to accidents at home and 
in their surrounding environment. The cost of treating these common accidents can become a 
greater burden than expected, especially with rising medical costs. NTUC Income’s SilverCare 
plan is one way we can help our brothers and sisters overcome these expenses at a time of 
need,” said NTUC Income Chief Executive Tan Suee Chieh (pictured).

As part of the May Day 2012 celebrations, NTUC members will be entitled to a 10 per cent 
discount in their first year premiums if they sign up between 1 May and 30 June 2012. It is 
exclusive to members and their families in May.

NTUC Income’s ‘Silver’ 
Plans Make Living Easier, 

Stretches Your Money
NTUC members or their families who sign 
up for SilverCare before 30 June will enjoy 

10% discount on first year premiums

A 
dispute, involving payment of 
retrenchment benefits to 34 
retrenched union members, between 
the United Workers of Electronic and 
Electrical Industries (UWEEI) and 

its branch NuTune Singapore Private Limited 
reached a middle ground on 20 April 2012.

When workers were retrenched from the 
company between March 2011 and August 
2011, the agreement was that NuTune 
Singapore will pay retrenchment benefits to 
the effected workers in instalments over 12 
months. It was later stretched over 24 months 
as NuTune Singapore cited financial difficulties 
within the company. Subsequently, for workers 
who were retrenched between August 2011 and 
October 2011, UWEEI agreed to the company’s 
proposal to pay in 24 months. However, 
the company stopped making payments in 
December 2011 and proposed to pay the 

members over 60 months instead.
To provide a sense of assurance to the 

34 members who are PMEs (Professionals, 
Managers and Executives) between 44 to 60 
years old, UWEEI filed the case to the Industrial 
Arbitration Court (IAC) and asked the Court for 
an award to bind the company to a commitment 
to pay the outstanding retrenchment benefits 
of $1,797,014.84. In his submission, NTUC 
Competency Director (Legal Services) Patrick 
Tay said that is unconscionable for the 

management to delay the payments to the 
members. In their submission to the Court, 
NuTune Singapore explained the reasons for the 
company’s poor performance, which is the root 
cause of its inability to make the payments to 
the retrenched members. 

After a hearing in private, the IAC awarded 
that NuTune Singapore will pay $30,000 
to UWEEI every month from 1 May 2012. 
Additionally, the company will also pay a variable 
amount to the union based on a formula which 
will be set out in a confidential agreement to be 
agreed between the company and the union. 
UWEEI will then distribute the total sum received 
to the 34 retrenched employees in a pro-rated 
manner. 

Mr Michael Pang, 54, a former NuTune 
Singapore employee who worked in Quality 
Control, recognised that IAC President 
Justice Chan Seng Onn has tried to balance 
the interests of both parties and although 
he was slightly disappointed, he understood 
the constraints. The fixed amount he will be 
getting from May onwards will help to plan for 
some expenses. He said: “If you don’t know 
how much you’re getting for the fixed amount, 
you can’t plan your expenses. There’s a lot of 
uncertainty.”

Retrenched UWEEI PMEs 
Get Sense Of Certainty
By Muneerah Bee Mohamed Iqbal

“
With this award, at least there’s 
a certainty as the workers and 

our members know that the company 
will be paying back the balance of the 
retrenchment benefits.”

UWEEI General Secretary Tan Richard

Members can call NTUC Income’s 24-hour hotline at 6788 1111 and contact our 
financial advisers. Alternatively, members can also visit any of its NTUC Income branches 
or download the application form at www.income.com.sg.

M
r Steven Lye 
has been 
appointed as 
Deputy Chief 
Executive 

Officer of NTUC Unity 
Healthcare Co-operative, 
Singapore’s largest 
healthcare cooperative. His 
appointment takes immediate effect. Steven is 
a veteran in the healthcare and retailing industry, 
bringing with him about 25 years of experience.

He joins NTUC Unity Healthcare Co-
operative from Guardian Pharmacy, where 
he was the Operations Director. Prior to that, 
Steven worked at 7-Eleven, where he honed 
his retailing experience especially in the areas of 
franchising. He was instrumental in starting and 
building 7-Eleven’s presence to where it is in 
Singapore today.

Steven is passionate about all aspects of 
his life, both with his wife and kids to building a 
substantial retail presence for the organisations 
that he works for. His philosophy to work 
arose from this disciplined and methodological 
approach as an Officer in the Singapore Armed 
Forces earlier in his career.

On joining NTUC Unity Healthcare, he 
says: “My business experience over the past 
few decades has been centred on building 
organisations and establishing them as a pole 
player in their respective areas of the market. 
My goal now is to leverage this substantial 
experience and propel NTUC Unity Healthcare 
to the next level, so that it can make a difference 
in Singapore and change the lives of people.”

NTUC Unity 
Healthcare Has 

New Deputy CEO





L
eadership is action, not position”, 
so said Donald McGannon 
(former President and Chairman 
of Westinghouse Broadcasting 
Corporation). Ong Teng Cheong Labour 

Leadership Institute (OTCi) wants to share 
with union leaders that they play a vital role 
in reaching out to their members through 
their actions, not position.  In our 3 Module 
Certificate in Leadership (CIL) programme, we 
focus on the following:

Module 1 - Leadership Concepts & Theory;  
 Qualities & Attributes of Union  
 Leaders; Leadership Styles &  
  Guiding Principles; Change

Module 2 - Spirit of Leadership; Exemplary  
 Practices of Effective Leaders;  
 Effective Communications

Module 3 - Servant Leadership

Though union leadership and normal 
leadership may be similar in many aspects, 
many feel what differentiates a union leader 
is passion for the cause. Most are volunteers, 
and it often requires sacrifice of personal time.

The CIL is a combination of presentation, 
group sharing and discussion, experiential 
learning and application. The experiential 
activities allow participants to test concepts 
shared. They deepen their understanding of 
the concepts and how to apply them in daily 
work and lives.

We recently ran two customised CIL 
for the AUPDRW and USE. For USE, it’s 
the programmes’s 3rd consecutive year for 
potential office bearers. We are heartened by 
the commitment as most participants work a 
12-hour shift and juggled their time.

  USE President N Silva said: “Since 2010, 
USE conducted the CIL as it helps USE’s flow-
up objective. The course empowers our union 
leaders and potential leaders with passion 
to serve the members and commitment to 
the union’s activities. The topics and case 
examples inspire our union leaders to readily 

step forward to 
serve. It helps 
open their minds 
to the concept of 
a leader leading 
by serving others 
wholeheartedly. In 
my opinion, this is 
the fundamental 
core of union 
leadership.”

As for 
AUPDRW, I am 
touched by their 

dedication to help fellow members when they 
need help themselves. Participants shared on 
some challenges faced. 

"I found the course useful. We learn how 
to handle member grievances or queries in 
a more systematic way. We advise members 
to check directly with their Regional Offices 
first instead of checking through the union. In 
this way, leaders help to build a harmonious 
relationship between the workers and the 
management. Leaders also build the trust of 
members," said Brother Subari, President of 
AUPDRW.

GS Kumar added: “The leaders said the 
course was relevant and useful. They know 
they must listen well and be patient to be a 
good leader. One leader, Subramanian, used 
the knowledge when he communicated with 
his children who were happy with his improved 
leadership skill. They really benefited from your 
class.”

HDBSU sent over 60 participants. In line 
with Modeling the Way (one of the Practices in 
Effective Leadership), both the President and 
GS attended and were actively involved.

Said President Michael Koh: “The CIL 
is a critical component of HDBSU’s overall 
leadership flow-up efforts. This is part of 
the learning road map for union leaders 
and compulsory for every official from Exco 
members to delegates. We use this opportunity 
for officials to share views and manifest their 
cause, beliefs and values. I was particularly 
impressed by the scenarios and cases used. 
They simulate real challenges we face, and 
allowed our officials to deal with them and 
learn from each other in a ‘safe’ environment.  
The skills and competencies acquired will 
enable them to handle any crisis.”

Unions Strengthen Leadership Flow-Up 
Through OTCi Programmes

By Azlan Sidek
Principal Consultant, Ong Teng Cheong Labour Leadership Institute
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T
he rising cost of living 
across everyday 
needs was a major 
concern shared at 
the Membership 

Sector Seminar in Zhuhai 
in November 2011. It was 
also highlighted that while 
our Social Enterprises (SEs) 
create value for our members 
in sectors where they operate, 
unfortunately, NTUC doesn’t 
have Social Enterprises 
catering to all the daily needs 
of union members. That 
feedback has prompted NTUC 
Membership (MED) to embark 
on strategic collaborations with leading industry 
partners, to help 3-Gen union members and 
their families stretch their hard-earned dollar.

Last week, MED signed Memorandums 
of Understanding (MOUs) with two new 

New Strategic Partnerships To Help NTUC 
Members Stretch Their $$$ Every Day!
By Gwen Sin

Tiger Airways
We know our members work very hard, and they deserve 
to escape, unwind and relax as well. NTUC has also inked a 
one-year agreement with Tiger Airways which will take effect 
from 5 May 2012. Under this partnership, union members can 
look forward to:
•  Exclusive offers, 
• Free Priority boarding, and 
• $5 discount for check-in luggage per passenger

 
These U Privileges are valid throughout the year when 

tickets are purchased via www.tigerairways.com/promo/ntuc.

Healthway Medical
With a network of over 50 clinics island-wide, union members will now have the 
option to access high quality and affordable healthcare services under the two-
year agreement signed on 26 April 2012 with Healthway Medical. This is the 
first time MED has signed a partnership agreement with a healthcare provider 
to provide a range of healthcare services, including:
•  Medical consultation at only $15
•  Health screening package at only $19.90, exclusive to union members, 

and 
•  Vaccination package at only $260

You may visit www.powerofu.sg for a full list of the U Privileges, and visit 
www.healthwaymedical.com/clinic-locations/family-medicine for a list of 
Healthway clinics across the island. 

strategic partners - Healthway Medical and 
Tiger Airways. Both of these are leaders in 
their respective industries - Healthway Medical 
operates the largest chain of private clinics, 
while Tiger Airways is the largest budget airline 
in Singapore.

MED Director Vivek Kumar said: “As union 
leaders in Membership Committee have often 
highlighted, our members are feeling the 
pinch of the rising cost of living. MED team 
is working tirelessly with both our SEs and 
external partners to create further value for our 
members. 

“For example, Unity Pharmacy has doubled 
its rebate to union members from two per 
cent to four per cent now, every day. The new 
strategic partnerships with Healthway Medical, 
witnessed by the Membership Committee 
last week, and Tiger Airways - largest players 
in their respective categories - would further 
enable our members to get convenient access 
to healthcare and air travel at more affordable 
prices.”

“
The recently released inflation 
report shows cost of living 

is going up. It clearly affects our 
members as well and they need 
support from the Labour Movement 
to stretch their dollars across more 
products/services. These new strategic 
partnerships with Healthway Medical 
and Tiger Airways enable our members 
to enjoy quality and convenience at 
affordable prices. We shall continue 
to develop more such long-term 
partnerships for our members."

NTUC Secretary for Financial Affairs and Membership 
Committee Chairman Lim Kuang Beng

 the Mou signed between ntuc MeD and tiger Airways was witnessed by ntuc Deputy 
secretary-General heng chee how (standing, middle) and key representatives from MeD and 
tiger Airways.

Added MED Partnership & Alliances 
Assistant Director Amy Cheong: “Our team has 
been in touch with the union leaders to identify 
areas where our members seek higher savings. 
Healthcare has clearly been one. We’re glad 
to have found a partner who not only has the 
largest number of private clinics, it also has a 
heart for the Labour Movement. 

“Hence, they have helped us bring down 
the cost of every day medical consultation, 
develop a health screening package for only 
$19.90 exclusive to union members, and a 
very affordable vaccination package for young 
parents who are union members. We hope 
our members would make the best use of this 
partnership.”

“
Having the biggest clinic network 
in Singapore, Healthway Medical 

is proud to partner NTUC to provide 
high quality, accessible and affordable 
healthcare to its members who have 
made great contributions to the 
success of Singapore.” 

Healthway Medical President and Executive Director Lam 
Pin Woon

“
Tiger Airways is extremely 
pleased to be NTUC’s airline 

partner, and provide its members with 
more reasons to travel with friends 
and family without having the worry of 
exceeding their budget. As Singapore’s 
largest low-cost carrier, Tiger Airways’ 
partnership with NTUC will offer union 
members exclusive access to more 
savings when they travel.”

Tiger Airways Singapore Commercial Director Dave 
Perring



F
or providing an extraordinary dining 
experience, NTUC Foodfare Co-operative 
Limited has become the first food court and 
coffeeshop operator to receive the Singapore 
Service Class (S-Class) Award, the nation’s 

highest accreditation for service quality.
“Foodfare embarked on the journey towards 

S-Class certification to inculcate a service excellence 
mindset and a spirit of caring for our customers in 
our staff and tenants. We are committed to set a new 
benchmark for service when it comes to coffeeshop 
and food court dining experience, and being 
awarded the S-Class certification is testament to 
that commitment,” said Perry Ong, Foodfare’s Chief 
Executive Officer.

One of the highlights of its journey is the 
pioneering of Singapore’s first 3-Gen food court 
at Clementi Mall last year to enhance the dining 
experience for families with kids’ meals, play areas 
and specially redesigned seating areas to make 
diners extra comfortable. 

Foodfare has also gone the extra mile in ensuring 
better service across all its outlets by conducting 
regular coaching sessions for its tenants and contracted cleaners, which has led to an increase in customer compliments. Its staff have also 
been known to go above the call of duty to provide good service to customers.

No stranger to accolades, Foodfare has also attained the Silver Award for Food Safety Excellence, the ISO 9000 certification for quality 
management and the HACCP award for food safety. It is also the first and only coffeeshop and food court operator to attain the Happy Toilet 
Certification by the Restroom Association of Singapore.

Foodfare Is First Coffeeshop And Food Court 
Operator To Receive S-Class Award

Congratulations
To NTUC For  

Supporting Tripartism For All At May Day

From the Management and Staff of

ntuc Foodfare ceo Perry ong (left) receives the s-class award from Professor cham tao soon at sPrInG singapore’s 
Business excellence Award 2012.
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A Night Of Champions

I
t was yet another year of remarkable 
achievements, hard work and dedication as 
the Labour Movement lauded its sportspeople 
and athletes for a great year of sportsmanship 
at the U Sports Awards Night 2012. The 

event held on 27 April 2012 at Downtown East 
saw awards being given out to honour those 
who have made significant achievements while 
encouraging others to strive harder for upcoming 
competitions.

Some 9,889 sportspeople from the Labour 
Movement came together to participate in 
various events for this season's inter-union 
tournament U Games 11/12, an increase of 
about 4,000 members from the season before. 

The awards also included new categories 
such as for the 'Most Improved Union' which 
Metal Industries Workers' Union won after 
coming in at 10th position overall, having 
sat at 31st position in the previous season. 
Another new award, ‘Most Engaging Union' 
went to Healthcare Services Employees' Union 
which managed to recruit more than 150 new 

sportspeople to join this season's games.
Also taking centre stage was the new 

category of awards given out to top active agers 
who have participated in U Live Games 11/12. 
The U Live Games drew the participation of some 
250 seniors from 31 different unions participating 
in three sporting events – bowling, pool and golf.

Said NTUC Club Chief Executive Officer 
Yeo Khee Leng: " We can see that more and 
more members are enjoying the benefits of the 
U Games and other activities that U Sports 
organise. In fact, we are thrilled that close to 
10,000 members have participated in U Games, 
because it is a great way for them to strengthen 
their friendship and bonds within the union while 
keeping fit at the same time."

Through the U Games, winners also 
represented NTUC at national level competitions 
with the NTUC Bowling Team emerging 
champions at the 6th National League 10/11 and 
the Labour Movement's soccer team coming out 
tops at the Community Sports games.

Guest-of-Honour NTUC President Diana 
Chia took time to pay special tribute to the 
Labour Movement's sportspeople. She said: 

"You have raised the standard of sports and you 
have flown the NTUC flag high and we beam 
with pride on all of your achievements. To all the 
sportsmen, sportswomen, you have given your 
best, you have every right to be proud. This is 
the spirit of union never give up. Always striving, 
always stretching above yourselves... this is the 
spirit, this is productivity in the natural sense."

The night also saw The Singapore Manual & 
Mercantile Workers' Union walking away as the 
newly crowned champions as they emerged as 
the top union for U Games 11/12.

 

“
The U Sports Awards event 
is really getting bigger and 

bigger as it gains popularity and 
support from all the unions. Thank 
you to all the participants and 
supporters of this U Sports. Many 
have benefitted from U Sports, 
you have gained not just fitness 
and health, but I’m sure a lot of fun 
and bonding with friends, relatives, 
families and colleagues. This is 
important because this is the value 
for the union members."

NTUC President Diana Chia (pictured, right)

 

Other Award 
Winners:
Team U Sports Awards
Team U Sports Sportswoman:
Jamie Cheong Pui Ling (Floorball)

Team U Sports Of The Year:
Basketball

U Sports 11/12 Most Active Sports Girl/
Boy- nEbO:
Philicia Lim En Chze

U Sports 11/12 Special Achievement 
Award:
Jenny Oon from United Workers of 
Electronics & Electrical Industries (UWEEI)

U Games Awards

U Run 2012 - Distance Challenge Top 
Union: 
Healthcare Services Employees’ Union 
(HSEU)

U Games 11/12 Most Engaging Union:
HSEU

U Games 11/12 Most Improved Union:
Metal Industries Workers’ Union (MIWU)

U Games 11/12 Most Active Ager - U 
Live:
Sindambaram Visvanathan from HSEU

 
 
        

the singapore Manual & Mercantile workers' union are champions for u Games 11/12.
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By Joshua Joseph



U Games 11/12 Top Union (Singapore Manual & 
Mercantile Workers’ Union)
“We would like to thank all the participants and also some of our 
management partners that have been supportive of our activities.  We 
truly believe that in addition to providing workplace representation and 
social and recreational benefits, sports can be another platform for us 
to reach out to the members.  We are also proud that this year we had 
more of the PMEs (Professionals, Managers, Executives) joining us, and 
representing us in U-Games.

“On a personal note, it gives me great satisfaction to see SMMWU 
being crowned Champions!

“There were a lot of pains taken to mould our teams in the various 
events, time being one of them.  My appreciation goes to my employer 
ST Kinetics for appreciating my contribution by way of granting me the 
necessary time-off.”

SMMWU Executive Councillor & vice-Chairman of Sports Committee Koh Ching 
Chuan

 

Team U Sports Sportsman Winner

“Joining U Sports, I’ve met a lot of different 
people, I’ve taken part in those events that 
U Sports have organised. We have training 
camps overseas; I also try spending my time 
to volunteer in helping out in events by U 
Sports.

"U Sports improved me a lot in terms 
of management, organising those events in 
basketball. I would like to thank my coach 
for giving me this opportunity, training me so 
hard, almost training everyday and spending 
all of his time to put his effort in us."

Wu Qing De (pictured top left), student from Republic 
Polytechnic

Most Inspirational Team 
Winner 
“It definitely comes as a surprise 
and we are very honoured that 
we have won this new award 
because everyone in the team has  
worked very hard, we’ve put in a 
lot of effort, long hours to prepare 
for events or conduct clinics or to 
share our knowledge to spread 
the joy of the game to everyone 
of all ages. It encourages us and 
coaches us to want to do the 
same, or do even more for U 
Sports.”

Floorball Team Captain Louise Khng 
(pictured second from front row)

U Games 11/12 
Sportsman Winner
"I'm very happy; to me being in 
the top five nominees is already 
great because even if I’m not a 
winner, to me I’ll be happy. Being 
announced as Sportsman of the 
Year, I feel like it's a bonus to me, 
so this is to encourage me to be 
involved in more games."

Rashid Bin Hashim from DBS Staff Union 
(pictured right)

 

U Games 11/12 
Sportswoman 
Winner
"I have been quite 
active in sports, so I try 
to join as many sports 
organised not only 
by SBEU, also by my 
company. I encourage 
most of my colleagues 
and friends to 
participate in the sports 
for a healthy lifestyle 
and to encourage them 
to stay fit."

Khairani Binte Jemart from 
Singapore Bank Employees’ 
Union

U Games 11/12 Sports 
Convener/Manager Winner
 "First of all I would like to thank all my 
HSEU players for taking part in all the 
events, and also my HSEU (Healthcare 
Services Employees’ Union) President 
and Exco who have been approving 
all our budgets. And at the same time, 
committee members who work together 
and work as a team and also the U 
Games Sports Committee and U Games 
on the whole.

“I will do my best to continue and 
I’m trying to gain back the championship 
that we won last year. So we will try 
harder, extra hard and try to maximise 
our strengths to see which are the 
weaknesses we can improve on."

Jamari bin Mohamed (pictured right) from 
Healthcare Services Employees’ Union

U Live Games Union Winner 
(National Transport  Workers’ 
Union)
“This is part of NTWU’s spirit, from 
our industry we have quite a lot of 
active agers, so we participate in U 
Live events. This is the first year that 
U Sports has engaged active agers. 
For me, I also encourage members to 
join in U Sports games. Hopefully, our 
members can stay healthy, then we can 
enjoy our work, play and live together.”

 NTWU General Secretary Fang Chin Poh 
(pictured right)
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When a customer walked into the NTUC Member Services 
Centre looking lost and flustered, Service Quality Manager 
Max Liew was ready to serve. Not only did he attend to the 
customer, he also took steps to ensure that the customer’s 
issue was resolved. It is this type of dedication to service 
that makes NTUC staff stand out to its customers. 

              Service Heroes

I
t was Friday, 20 January 2012, the last working 
day for NTUC Link Private Limited before the 
Chinese New Year holidays. At 12.30 p.m., 
Madam Woo, a union member in her thirties, 
visited the Plus! Rewards Centre located next 

to the Member Services Centre to collect her 
NTUC Plus! card replacement.

NTUC Link had previously announced that 
they will be closed on Friday, 12 noon onwards, 
via the Plus! Website. Unaware that the Plus! 
Rewards Centre was closed for the afternoon, 
Madam Woo got upset and was at a loss as to 
what to do next.

Service Quality Manager Max Liew, 
who oversees the Member Services Centre, 
happened to be at the counter. Upon seeing 
Madam Woo, who was standing near the queue 
number machine looking lost and flustered, Mr 
Liew immediately approached her to assist her. 

Turning Frustration Into  
Satisfaction

When Mr Liew informed Madam Woo that 
the Plus! Rewards Centre was closed for the 
holidays, she became unhappy as she did not 
manage to collect her card. Instead of asking 
Madam Woo to come back another day, Mr 
Liew proceeded to get her details and contact 
number. 

Madam Woo was still feeling angry, but 
Mr Liew managed to calm her down. He then 
reassured her that he will try his best to resolve 
her issue and promised to get back to her as 
soon as possible. 

At 12.40pm, upon confirming Madam Woo’s 
mailing address, Mr Liew called his colleague 
from NTUC Link, Ms Wendy Goh, to inform her 
that Madam Woo had made a trip to make a 
card replacement as she was unaware that the 
counter was closed. Mr Liew then furnished 
Madam Woo’s details to Ms Goh, who offered 
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to courier the card to Madam Woo on the same 
day! 

Keeping his promise to get back to the 
customer, Mr Liew called Madam Woo to inform 
her of her card replacement status as well as 
to check if there was anything else he could do 
for her. Impressed by the efficient and helpful 
service rendered by Mr Liew, Madam Woo 
immediately sent an e-mail to compliment him for 
his exceptional service.

“I wish to offer compliments to a very polite 
Max, who was very helpful when I was lost and 
flustered at your queue number counter. He took 
my questions, returned with information as well 
as took down my details promptly. He also called 
me while I was in the cab to verify my details 
further. Thank you, Max,” wrote Madam Woo.

For going the extra mile, Mr Liew received 
the MED Service Star Award. So what is his 
customer service philosophy? “Lead by example 
and show that We Care,” he said. 
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